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In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a symbol that
produces a Toeplitz operator on the Bergman space that commutes with another
such operator whose symbol is a monomial. The result is stated in terms of the
Mellin transform of the symbol. As a corollary, we show that a Toeplitz operator
with a radial symbol may only commute with another such operator with a radial
symbol.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is motivated by the following problem: Find necessary and
sufficient conditions that two Toeplitz operators acting on the Bergman
space commute. At first, we recall some necessary definitions. Let dA
denote Lebesgue area measure on the open unit disk D. The Bergman
space L2a is the set of functions analytic on D such that
|
D
| f | 2 dA<.
Let P denote the orthogonal projection from L2(D, dA) onto L2a . For
. # L(D, dA), the Toeplitz operator with symbol . is the operator
T. : L2a  L
2
a defined by T. f =P(.f ). If . # H
, the algebra of bounded
analytic functions on D, then T. is just a multiplication operator. Thus for
.,  # H, it is clear that T.T=TT. . By taking the adjoints, we can see
that Toeplitz operators with conjugate analytic symbols also commute.
These are the trivial examples.
In spite of the several results obtained in recent years, the problem when
T.T=T T. , for .,  # L(D, dA) seems to be far from its solution. The
first partial results were obtained by Axler and Gorkin [2] and Zheng [5].
The only complete result so far was obtained by Axler and C2 uc$ kovic [1],
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where they characterized commuting Toeplitz operators with harmonic
symbols. For completeness, we will state their theorem:
Theorem 1. Suppose that . and  are bounded harmonic functions
on D. Then T.T=TT. if and only if
1. . and  are both analytic on D, or
2. . and  are both analytic on D, or
3. there exist constants a, b # C, not both 0, such that a.+b is
constant on D.
Theorem 1 does not hold if we remove the condition of harmonicity of
the symbols. For example, it is not difficult to see that if . and  are radial
functions in L(D, dA), then T. and T commute. Here, a function . is
radial if .(z)=.( |z| ). Besides that, we believe nothing else is known in the
nonharmonic symbol case. In this paper we would like to offer a partial
result on commuting Toeplitz operators whose symbols are arbitrary
L(D, dA) functions and monomials of the form zsz t, s, t # N. If we inter-
pret all the monomials as the lattice N_N, then we can think of analytic
functions being placed on the real axis, conjugate analytic on the imaginary
axis and the radial functions on the diagonal y=x in the first quadrant. So
far, these are the only known examples that can produce commuting
Toeplitz operators. Motivated by this observation, we wanted to know if
there are other such symbols, nonharmonic, ‘‘lying’’ on different lines in the
plane. We will show that for a fixed symbol zsz t there will be many lines
parallel to the diagonal, ‘‘holding’’ a symbol that gives a Toeplitz operator
commuting with Tzsz t . Each of these lines will hold no more than one such
symbol. Before we state our results, we need to introduce the concept of the
Mellin transform. For a function f, the Mellin transform of f is the function
f defined by
f (z)=|

0
f (x) xz&1 dx.
It is known that f is an analytic function in the right half-plane. The
gamma function denoted by 1 (z) is the Mellin transform of f (t)=e&t.
In the next section we will prove that L2(D, dA)=k # Z eik%R, where R
is the space of radial functions on [0, 1) that are square-integrable with
respect to rdr measure. Our first result gives us the form of the Mellin
transform of a symbol  that produces a Toeplitz operator commuting
with another such operator whose symbol is a monomial. We use all the
symbols in their polar coordinates representations.
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Theorem 2. Let (rei% )=k=& e
ik%k(r) and .(rei%)=rmei$% be
L(D, dA) functions, where k # R, m # N, $ # N. Then T. T=TT. if
and only if for every k, there exist constants a0(k), a(k), b(k), c(k) and
d(k) # R such that
 k(z)=a0(k)
1 (z2$+a(k)) 1 (z2$+b(k))
1 (z2$+c(k)) 1 (z2$+d(k))
.
Moreover, the constants are a(k)=k2$, b(k)=(m+$&k)2$, c(k)=
(2$&k)2$ and d(k)=(k+$+m)2$.
Theorem 2 raises natural questions: Does there exist a bounded function
 whose Mellin transform is equal to the product and quotient of four
gamma functions? If it does exist, what does  look like? The following
theorems provide answers to these questions.
Theorem 3 (Rational Case). Let k(r) be a bounded function on [0, 1)
for each k # Z, that satisfies
 k(z)=
1 (z2$+a) 1 (z2$+b)
1 (z2$+c) 1 (z2$+d )
,
where a, b, c, and d are as in Theorem 2 satisfying a+b&c&d=&1 and
$ # N. Then  k(z) is a rational function if and only if one of a&c, a&d,
b&c, or b&d is an integer. In this case,  k is a proper rational function with
the degree of the denominator by one bigger than the degree of the
numerator. Moreover:
(a) If a&c=*0, k(r) exists for all k=(*+1) $ and has the form
k(r)=2$ :
(*$&m)2$ j*
j0
Aj r2$(b+ j) (1.1)
for some constants Aj # C.
(b) If a&c=&*, *>0, k(r) exists for all k=(1&*) $ and has the
form
k(r)=2$ :
(*&1)2 j*&1
Aj r2$(a+ j) (1.2)
for some constants Aj # C.
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(c) If a&d is an integer, then a&d=&*, *>0 and the solution k(r)
exists for all k # Z and has the form
k(r)=2$ :
0 j*&1
a+ j0
Aj r2$(a+ j). (1.3)
In the case that none of a&c, a&d, b&c, or b&d is an integer we can
prove the following result. In order to state it, we need a known fact about
the Mellin convolutions. If k0 and k1 are defined on [0, 1), then their
Mellin convolution is defined by
(k0 V k1)(x)=|
1
0
k0( y) k1 \xy+
dy
y
.
The Mellin convolution theorem states that
(k0 V k1) ^ (s)=k 0(s) } k 1(s).
Now we are ready to state our result in the irrational case.
Theorem 4 (Irrational Case). Let k(r) be a bounded function on [0, 1)
for each k # Z, that satisfies
 k(z)=
1 (z2$+a) 1 (z2$+b)
1 (z2$+c) 1 (z2$+d )
,
where a, b, c, d, and $ are as in Theorem 2. Assume that none of the
constants a&c, a&d, b&c, and b&d is an integer. Then a solution k exists
for k>0 and has the form
k(r)=const[h(r2$)+(h V A)(r2$)], (1.4)
where
h(t)=ta |
1
t
(’&t)c1&a&1(1&’)d1&b&1’b&c1 d’,
with c1=c+[k$], d1=d&[k$] and [ } ] denotes the greatest integer
function, and
A(t)= :
[k$]
j=0
Aj td1+ j
for some constants Aj .
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The following corollary is now an easy consequence of Theorems 2, 3,
and 4.
Corollary 5. Let (rei%)=k=& e
ik% k(r) and .(rei%)=rmei$% be
L(D, dA) functions, where k # R, m # N, $ # N. Then T. T=TT. if
and only if k is a constant multiple of one of the functions (1.1), (1.2), (1.3)
or (1.4). The coefficients Aj come from the partial fraction decomposition of
the quotient of the corresponding four gamma functions. In the (1.1) situation
k is a positive multiple of $, in (1.2) k is a nonpositive multiple of $, (1.3)
exists for all k # Z and (1.4) exists only for k # N.
The paper is organized in the following way. In each of the Sections 2,
3 and 4 we prove the corresponding theorem. In the final section, we
discuss the case of commuting Toeplitz operators T. and T if . is a radial
function. We show that  must be radial too.
2. MELLIN TRANSFORM OF THE SYMBOL
We start this section with a decomposition of the space L2(D, dA). Let
R={a: D  C radial } |
1
0
r |a(r)| 2 dr<= ,
and let Rk=eik%R for k # Z. Each Rk is a subspace of L2(D, dA) since for
u # Rk , u(rei%)=eik% a(r) and
|
D
|u(z)| 2 dA(z)=|
1
0
|
2?
0
|a(r)| 2 r d% dr<.
It is also clear that Rk = Rl if k{l. Every polynomial in z and z can be
written as
p(z, z )= :
N
k=&N \ :i& j=k aij z
iz j+
for some N, and in polar coordinates it has the form
:
N
k=&N
eik% \ :i& j=k aij r
i+ j+ # k # Z e
ik%R.
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Since the polynomials p(z, z ) are dense in C(D ) and C(D ) is dense in
L2(D, dA), we can conclude that L2(D, dA)=k # Z eik%R, i.e., every func-
tion u # L2(D, dA) has the form
u(rei%)= :

k=&
eik%uk(r), uk # R.
Now assume that T.T=T T. where . is a monomial .(z, z )=zsz t.
First, we discuss some known cases. If . is analytic, i.e., t=0, then by
Theorem 1.4 in [3], we know that  must be analytic. Similary, if s=0,
then . is conjugate analytic and again by Theorem 1.4 in [3],  must be
conjugate analytic too. In Section 5, we will show that s=t implies that 
must also be radial. In the future, we refer to these cases as the standard
cases.
Proof of Theorem 2. We prefer a polar coordinates representation of
our symbols, so let (rei%)=k=& e
ik%k(r) and .(rei%)=rmei$%, for
m=s+t0, $ # Z. Without loss of generality, we can also assume that
$0, for otherwise we could take the adjoints. Case $=0 leads to a
standard case, so we assume $>0. If * # N0 , we have
T.z*=
2*+2$+2
2*+$+m+2
z$+* (2.1)
and
Tz*= :

k=&
(2*+2k+2)+ _|
1
0
k(r) r2*+k+1 dr& zk+*, (2.2)
with the standard notation (2*+2k+2)+=max[2*+2k+2, 0].
The integral above is the Mellin transform of the function k(r). The
Mellin transform of a function f is defined by
f (z)=|

0
f (x) xz&1 dx.
Thus we can write (2.2) as
Tz*= :

k=&
(2*+2k+2)+  k(2*+k+2) zk+*. (2.3)
The equality T.Tz*=TT.z* for each * # N0 together with (2.1) and
(2.3) gives
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:

k=&
(2*+2k+2)+  k(2*+k+2)
(2*+2k+2$+2)
2*+2k+$+m+2
zk+$+*
= :

k=&
(2*+2$+2)
2*+$+m+2
(2*+2k+2$+2)+  k(2*+2$+k+2) zk+$+*.
The identity of the two power series implies that for each * # N0 such that
k+*0,
 k(2*+2$+k+2)= k(2*+k+2)
(2*+2k+2)(2*+$+m+2)
(2*+2$+2)(2*+2k+$+m+2)
(2.4)
(This also shows that each Te ik%k (r) commutes with T. .) Let z=2*+k+2.
Thus (2.4) can be written as
 k(z+2$)= k(z)
(z+k)(z&k+$+m)
(z&k+2$)(z+k+$+m)
(2.5)
for positive integers z|k|+2. If M>0 denotes a bound for , then for a
fixed radius r0<1,
|
2?
0
(r0 ei%) e&ik%
d%
2?
=k(r0).
Thus |k(r0)|M, which shows that each k is also bounded on [0, 1),
since r0 was arbitrary. Also note that for each k, the function  k(z) is
analytic in the right half-plane.
We fix k and for simplicity we write k=. Then
| (z)||
1
0
|(r)| |rz&1| drM |
1
0
rx&1 dr=
M
x
M
if x1 and similarly | (z+2$|M(x+2$)M(2$+1) if x1. There-
fore in some right half-plane, say Re zN, N>0, the function
 (z+2$)& (z)
(z+k)(z&k+$+m)
(z&k+2$)(z+k+$+m)
is bounded and analytic. The equation (2.5) shows that this function has
zeros at the integers lying in the right half-plane. But a bounded analytic
function in the half-plane cannot have zeros [:j ] that form an arithmetic
sequence, because the Blaschke condition
‘
j }
1&:j
1+:j }>0
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is not satisfied. To see that, we consider :j= j, jN and
log ‘
j }
1&:j
1+:j }=:j log
1&1j
1+1j
=:
j _log \1&
1
j+&log \1+
1
j+&
r&2 :
j
1
j
=&.
Thus
 (z+2$)= (z)
(z+k)(z&k+$+m)
(z&k+2$)(z+k+$+m)
for Re z>0.
Observe that
(z+k)(z&k+$+m)
(z&k+2$)(z+k+$+m)
=
(z2$+k2$)(z2$+(m+$&k)2$)
(z2$+(2$&k)2$)(z2$+(k+$+m)2$)
so
 (z+2$)= (z)
(z2$+a)(z2$+b)
(z2$+c)(z2$+d )
, Re z>0 (2.6)
where a=k2$, b=(m+$&k)2$, c=(2$&k)2$, and d=(k+$+m)2$.
Notice that
a+b&c&d=&1. (2.7)
Let 1 (z) denote the gamma function and let
F(z)=
1 (z2$+a) 1 (z2$+b)
1 (z2$+c) 1 (z2$+d )
.
Using the well-known identity 1 (z+1)=z1 (z), we can easily see that
F(z+2$)=F(z)
(z2$+a)(z2$+b)
(z2$+c)(z2$+d )
. (2.8)
From (2.6) and (2.8) we can deduce
 (z+2$)
F(z+2$)
=
 (z)
F(z)
, for Re z>0.
Hence the function  (z)F(z) is a periodic function with a period 2$ if
Re z>0.
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From the asymptotic expression of the logarithm of the gamma function
(see, for example, [4, p. 251])
log 1 (z)=\z&12+ log(z)&z+
1
2
log 2?+O \1z+
we see that
1 (z)=[e(z&12) log z&z+(12) log 2?] \1+O \1z++
for Re z>0. Hence
1 (z+a) 1 (z+b)
1 (z+c) 1 (z+d )
=exp {\z+a&12+ log(z+a)&(z+a)+
1
2
log 2?
+\z+b&12+ log(z+b)&(z+b)+
1
2
log 2?
&\z+c&12+ log(z+c)+(z+c)&
1
2
log 2?
&\z+d&12+ log(z+d )+(z+d )&
1
2
log 2?=
_{1+O \1z+= .
Note that log(z+a)=log z+log(1+az)=log z+O(1z), so the expres-
sion above becomes
1 (z+a) 1 (z+b)
1 (z+c) 1 (z+d )
=e(a+b&c&d ) log z&(a+b&c&d )+O(1z) } {1+O \1z+= . (2.9)
Because of (2.7), we have that the right-hand side of (2.9) has the form
e&log z+1 \1+O \1z++=
e
z \1+O \
1
z++ .
Thus F(z)=(2$ez)(1+O(1z)) for Re z>0 large, and that implies that
 (z)
F(z)
=O( |z| ) if Re zN large. (2.10)
It is well-known that the gamma function is a zero-free analytic function
in the right half-plane. Thus F(z) is analytic for Re z large and hence
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 (z)F(z) is analytic for Re zN. Because it is periodic, we can extend it
to the whole plane, so  (z)F(z) is an entire function of period 2$. For
every z # C, z=x+iy, there exists a k # N such that
x+2(k&1) $N<x+2k$.
For that z we have
}
 (z)
F(z) }= }
 (z+2k$)
F(z+2k$) }C |z+2k$|C1 |z|+C2
for some constants C1 and C2 , because 2k$N&x+2$N+|z|+2$.
Since  (z)F(z) is entire, it is linear and being periodic implies it must be
constant. Therefore,
 (z)
F(z)
=a0 ,
i.e.,
 (z)=a0
1 (z2$+a) 1 (z2$+b)
1 (z2$+c) 1 (z2$+d )
,
and the theorem is proved. K
Theorem 2 raises several questions: How is it feasible to recover a function
whose Mellin transform is equal to the product and quotient of four gamma
functions? Does that function really exist? Recall that we are looking for a
bounded solution. Depending on a, b, c, and d,  can be a rational or an irra-
tional function. We treat each situation separately.
3. RATIONAL CASE
Let !=z2$, so we have the equation
 k(z)=
1 (!+a) 1 (!+b)
1 (!+c) 1 (!+d )
(3.1)
with the condition
a+b&c&d=&1, (3.2)
and k(r) is a bounded radial function.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that  k is a rational function. Then there
can be at most finitely many poles. Since the gamma function has no zeros,
the poles come from the poles of 1 (!+a) and 1 (!+b). But the gamma
function has poles at &1, &2, ..., and all but finitely many of them must
be cancelled, by the poles of 1 (!+c) or 1 (!+d ). Thus, for example,
&n&a=&l&c for some n, l # Z. In other words, a&c must be an integer.
Condition (3.2) implies that b&d is also an integer.
The converse is also true: If one of a&c, a&d, b&c, or b&d is an
integer, then  k(z) is a rational function and the degree of the denominator
is by one bigger than that of numerator. To show that we need to discuss
several cases.
Case 1. Suppose a&c is an integer. Therefore we have the following
possibilities.
(a) a=c. Then
 k(z)=
1 (!+b)
1 (!+d )
.
By (3.2), d=b+1 so that
 k(z)=
1 (!+b)
1 (!+b+1)
=
1
!+b
.
(b) a=c+*, *>0 integer. Using the identity 1 (z+1)=z1 (z)
repeatedly, we have
1 (!+a)
1 (!+c)
=
1 (!+c+*)
1 (!+c)
=(!+c+*&1)(!+c+*&2) } } } (!+c)
which is a polynomial in ! of degree *. Since *+b&d=&1, we have that
1 (!+b)
1 (!+d )
=
1 (!+b)
1 (!+b+*+1)
=
1
(!+b+*) } } } (!+b)
.
Thus, 1 (!+a) 1 (!+b)1 (!+c) 1 (!+d ) is a proper fraction and can be
written as a sum of partial fractions
:
*
j=0
Aj
!+b+ j
.
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This sum is the Mellin transform of the function
f (t)= :
*
j=0
Aj tb+ j.
Thus  k(z)= f (!). Recall that !=z2$ and therefore
f (!)=|
1
0
f (t) t(z2$)&1 dt.
After a substitution t=r2$, we get
f (!)=|
1
0
f (r2$) rz&2$2$r2$&1 dr=2$ |
1
0
f (r2$) rz&1 dr=2$f (r2$)7 (z).
Since  k(z)=2$f (r2$)7 (z), the uniqueness of the Mellin transform implies
that k(r)=2$f (r2$) or
k(r)=2$ :
*
j=0
Aj (r2$)b+ j =2$ :
*
j=0
Aj r2$(b+ j).
Since k is bounded on [0, 1), either Aj=0 or b+ j0, for each j
between 0 and *. If b+ j<0 for some j, then b+i<0 for all i< j, so that
k(r)=2$ :
0 j*
b+ j0
Aj r2$(b+ j). (3.3)
In our particular situation, a=k2$ and c=(2$&k)2$, so that *=a&c=
&1+(k$), whence k=(*+1) $. Thus we see that a solution to (3.1) exists
if k is a positive multiple of $. For those k’s, b=(m+$&k)2$=
(m+$&(*+1) $)2$=(m&*$)2$, so that b+ j=(m&*$)2$+ j0 if
j(*$&m)2$. Thus
k(r)=2$ :
0(*$&m)2$ j*
Aj r2$(b+ j). (3.4)
Case (1a) gives a solution of (3.1) when k=$ (since *=0) and the solution
is k(r)=2$A0 rm, i.e., there is only one term in (rei%)= eik%k(r), and
that term is a multiple of .(rei%). That is the trivial case.
Case (1b) gives a solution k of (3.1) when k=(*+1) $ and the solution
is given by (3.4).
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Remark. Notice that all the powers of  form an arithmetic sequence
with the step 2$. In case eik%k(rei%) is a sum of monomials of the form
zAz B=rA+Bei(A&B) %, then
A&B=k
A+B=2$(b+ j),
so A=B+k and A=(k+2$(b+ j))2. Thus A (and consequently B)
changes as an arithmetic progression with a step $ as j=0, 1, 2, ..., *.
(c) a=c&*, *>0. Thus c=a+* and b=d+*&1. Similarly as
before
1 (!+a) 1 (!+b)
1 (!+c) 1 (!+d )
=
1 (!+a) 1 (!+d+*&1)
1 (!+a+*) 1 (!+d )
=
(!+d+*&2) } } } (!+d )
(!+a+*&1) } } } (!+a)
which is a proper fraction and can be written as
:
*&1
j=0
Aj
!+a+ j
=\ :
*&1
j=0
Aj ta+ j+
7
(!).
Therefore
k(r)=2$ :
0 j*&1
a+ j0
Aj r2$(a+ j).
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Since &*=&1+k$, it follows that k=(1&*) $, so the solution k exists
if k is 0 or a negative multiple of $. For those k’s,
a=
k
2$
=
1&*
2
, so a+ j=
1&*
2
+ j0
if j(*&1)2. Hence the solution has the form
k(r)=2$ :
(*&1)2 j*&1
Aj r2$(a+ j). (3.5)
Case 2. Suppose b&d is an integer. Then (3.2) implies that a&c is an
integer too, so we have a solution of the form (3.4) or (3.5).
Case 3. a&d is an integer. Since d=(k+$+m)2$, a=k2$, we have
a&d=&($+m)2$=&*, where *>0. Thus d=a+* and b=c+*&1.
As before
1 (!+a) 1 (!+b)
1 (!+c) 1 (!+d )
=
1 (!+a) 1 (!+c+*+1)
1 (!+c) 1 (!+a+*)
=
(!+c+*&2) } } } (!+c)
(!+a+*&1) } } } (!+a)
= :
*&1
j=0
Aj
!+a+ j
,
and consequently
k(r)=2$ :
0 j*&1
a+ j0
Aj r2$(a+ j).
Notice that we don’t have a restriction on k here. Thus Theorem 3 is
proved. K
4. IRRATIONAL CASE
Proof of Theorem 4. In this section we study the same equation (3.1),
but we assume that none of a&c, a&d, b&c, b&d is an integer. Thus the
poles of the four gamma functions do not cancel.
If a<0, (3.1) implies that &a is a pole of  (z) in the right-half plane.
But  k(z) is an analytic function in the right half plane, so that a0.
Similarly b0. Note that a=0 would imply c=1, so that a&c # Z,
impossible. Thus a>0, and this in turn implies k>0.
In what follows, we will use the beta function defined by
B( p, q)=|
1
0
x p&1(1&x)q&1 dx
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with Re p>0 and Re q>0, and its relationship with the gamma function:
B( p, q)=
1 ( p) 1 (q)
1 ( p+q)
.
It seems now a natural idea to replace the four gamma functions with
two beta functions. A first attempt is the following:
1(!+a)
1(!+c)
}
1(!+b)
1(!+d )
=
1(!+a) 1(c&a)
1(!+c)
}
1(!+b) 1(d&b)
1(!+d )
}
1
1(c&a) 1(d&b)
=C } B(!+a, c&a) } B(!+b, d&b),
with C=11 (c&a) 1 (d&b), a constant.
However, the problem is that c&a=1&k$ and d&b=k$ may be
negative. Thus we have to modify our constants to make sure that the
corresponding beta functions exist. Define
c1=c+_k$& and d1=d&_
k
$& ,
where [ } ] is the greatest integer function. Now,
c1&a=1&
k
$
+_k$&>0 and d1&b=
k
$
&_k$&>0,
since k$ is not an integer (because a&c is not an integer). Also notice that
a+b&c1&d1=&1.
If we write  k(z)=(1 (!+a) 1 (!+b)1 (!+c1) 1 (!+d1)) } (1 (!+c1)_
1 (!+d1)1 (!+c) 1 (!+d )), then (3.1) becomes
 k(z)=const } B(!+a, c1&a) B(!+b, d1&b)
_
(!+c+[k$]&1) } } } (!+c)
(!+d1+[k$]&1) } } } (!+d1)
=const } B(!+a, c1&a) B(!+b, d1&b) } _1+ :
[k$]
j=0
Aj
!+d1+ j &
=const } B(!+a, c1&a) B(!+b, d1&b) } _1+\ :
[k$]
j=0
Aj td1+ j+
7
(!)& .
(4.1)
Let A(t) denote [k$]j=0 Aj t
d1+ j. Because b0, it follows that m+$k,
so that d=(m+$+k)2$k$, and consequently d1=d&[k$]>0. This
means that A(t) is bounded on [0, 1).
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The two beta functions in (4.1) can be viewed as Mellin transforms:
B(!+a, c1&a)=|
1
0
x!+a&1(1&x)c1&a&1 dx
=|
1
0
x!&1xa(1&x)c1&a&1 dx= f (!)
and
B(!+b, d1&b)=|
1
0
x!+b&1(1&x)d1&b&1 dx
=|
1
0
x!&1xb(1&x)d1&b&1 dx= g^(!),
with f (x)=xa(1&x)c1&a&1 and g(x)=xb(1&x)d1&b&1. The product of
these Mellin transforms can be written as
f (!) g^(!)=|
1
0
|
1
0
x!+a&1(1&x)c1&a&1 y!+b&1(1& y)d1&b&1 dx dy.
If we introduce new variables xy=v and y=’, the integral above gets
transformed into
||
0v’1 \
v
’+
!+a&1
\1&v’+
c1&a&1
’!+b&1(1&’)d1&b&1
dv d’
’
=||
0v’1
v!+a&1(’&v)c1&a&1 (1&’)d1&b&1 ’b&c1 dv d’
=|
1
0
v!&1 _va |
1
v
(’&v)c1&a&1 (1&’)d1&b&1 ’b&c1 d’& dv=h (!),
where
h(t)=ta |
1
t
(n&t)c1&a&1 (1&’)d1&b&1 ’b&c1 d’.
Claim. h(t) is bounded.
We want to transform the integral (4.2) and we substitute u=
(’&t)(1&t), so that ’=t+u&ut. Therefore
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h(t)=ta |
1
0
(u&ut)c1&a&1 [(1&t)(1&u)]d1&b&1 (t+u&ut)b&c1 (1&t) du
=ta |
1
0
uc1&a&1(1&u)d1&b&1 (t+u&ut)b&c1 (1&t)c1&a+d1&b&1 du
=ta |
1
0
uc1&a&1(1&u)d1&b&1 (t+u&ut)b&c1 du.
Case 1. b&c10.
Since t+u&ut=1&(1&t)(1&u)1 and a>0, then h(t)B(c1&a,
d1&b) for all t.
Case 2. b&c1<0.
We write
h(t)=ta |
12
0
uc1&a&1(1&u)d1&b&1 (t+u&ut)b&c1 du
+ta |
1
12
uc1&a&1(1&u)d1&b&1 (t+u&ut)b&c1 du.
The second integral is clearly bounded. For the first integral, we establish
the following equivalences:
ta |
12
0
uc1&a&1(1&u)d1&b&1 (t+u&ut)b&c1 du
rta |
12
0
uc1&a&1(t+u&ut)b&c1 du. (4.3)
The following estimates
t+u&utt+u,
t+u&utt+u&
1
2
t
t+u
2
,
show that the integral on the right side of (4.3) is equivalent to
ta |
12
0
uc1&a&1(t+u)b&c1 du.
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We substitute u=t! and obtain
ta |
12t
0
(t!)c1&a&1 (t+t!)b&c1 t d!
=ta |
12t
0
!c1&a&1(1+!)b&c1 tb&a dt
=tb |
12t
0
!c1&a&1(1+!)b&c1 d!
=tb |
1
0
!c1&a&1(1+!)b&c1 d!+tb |
12t
1
!c1&a&1(1+!)b&c1 d!
tb |
1
0
!c1&a&1(1+!)b&c1 d!+tb |
12t
1
!b&a&1 d! (since b&c1<0).
Thus, if b{a,
ta |
12
0
uc1&a&1(t+u)b&c1tb _|
1
0
!c1&a&1(1+!)b&c1 d!&
1
b&a&+
2a&bta
b&a
which is bounded because a>0, b0. Thus h(t) is bounded.
If b=a>0,
ta |
12
0
uc1&a&1(t+u)b&c1tb |
1
0
!c1&a&1(1+!)b&c1 d!+tb ln \ 12t+
which is bounded since b>0. Hence h(t) is bounded in this case again.
Next we use the Mellin convolution theorem. For two functions k0
and k1 , the Mellin convolution is defined by
(k0 V k1)(x)=|
1
0
k0( y) k1 \xy+
dy
y
.
Then the Mellin convolution theorem states that
(k0 V k1)7 (s)=k 0(s) k 1(s).
Now, (4.1) implied that  (z)=Cf (!) g^(!)(1+A (!)), so that
 k(z)=Cf (!) g^(!)+Cf (!) g^(!) A (!)=Ch (!)+Ch (!) A (!). (4.4)
Notice that our function h(t) defined in (4.2) is equal to g V f (t).
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As we have shown in the claim, the first term of (4.4) is the Mellin trans-
form of the bounded function h. For the second term, apply the Mellin
convolution again and we obtain
h (!) A (!)=(h V A)7 (!)=_|
1
t
h \ tu+ A(u)
du
u &
7
(!).
But
|(h V A)(t)|Maxt # [0, 1) |h(t)| |
1
0 }
A(u)
u } du
Maxt # [0, 1) |h(t)| } :
[k$]
j=0
|Aj | |
1
0
ud1+ j&1 du,
which is bounded, since d1+ j>0. Thus, both h and h V A are bounded, so
that the bounded solution  exists. As in the rational case,
k(r)=c } 2$[h(r2$)+(h V A)(r2$)],
and the theorem is proved. K
5. RADIAL SYMBOL
In this section we assume that T.T=TT. , where .=.(r) and
(rei%)=k=& e
ik%k(r) are nonconstant L(D, A) functions. As in the
Section 2, we can see that Teik%k(r) commutes with T.(r) , for each k. From
Section 2 we also know that
Te ik%k(r) z
*=(2*+2k+2)+  (2*+k+2) zk+*.
A similar calculation shows that
T.(r) z*=(2*+2)+ .^(2*+2) z*.
Thus
Te ik%k(r) T.(r) z
*=(2*+2)+ .^(2*+2)(2*+2k+2)+  (2*+k+2) zk+*
and
T.(r)Te ik%k z
*
=(2*+2k+2)+  (2*+k+2)(2*+2k+2)+ .^(2*+2k+2) zk+*.
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Hence
(2*+2) .^(2*+2)=(2*+2k+2) .^(2*+2k+2)
for all k. If we substitute !=2*+2, we have
!.^(!)=(!+2k) .^(!+2k).
Thus !  !.^(!) is periodic in the right half-plane or k=0. If k{0, the
!.^(!)=O( |!| ). Using the same argument as the one at the end of Sec-
tion 2, we can conclude that !.^(!) must be a constant function. Hence
.^(!)=c!, for some constant c, and from this it is clear that .# constant.
We assumed that the symbols are nontrivial, and therefore (5.1) implies
that k=0. In other words,  is a radial function. Thus we have proved the
following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let (rei%)=k=& e
ik%k(r) and .=.(r) be nontrivial
L(D, dA) functions, with k # R. If T.T=TT. , then  is a radial
function.
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